
Course Number and Section:  ENGL 212.001 

Course Title and/or Topic:  Studies in Children’s Literature 

Credits:  3 

Term: Winter, T1 (Sept.-Dec., 2020) 

Instructor: Dr. Margaret Reeves 

 

 

Course Description: 
What is children's literature? When did it begin? Why is this type of literature defined primarily by its 

audience, unlike other forms of literature written for adults (which are typically classified by genre, form, 

and period)? With respect to audience, we need to ask, what is childhood? How do concepts of childhood 

relate to the literature written for “the child”? To what extent do literary texts reinforce a social hierarchy 

that disempowers “the child”? These are some of questions we will address when reading works written 

for and about children.   

 

We will read poems, novels, stories, and tales—including fairy tales—written for children during the last 

400 years from the seventeenth century to the present. We will also read works written about childhood, 

including treatises on education by the philosophers John Locke and Jean Jacques Rousseau, and 

influential poems about childhood written by Romantic era poets. We will also consider how children’s 

literature is invested in and responds to cultural politics of the past and present, including gender politics, 

colonization, and race. The context for these investigations will largely be Canadian, looking at issues of 

tolerance and intolerance in a Canadian context as well as how Indigenous authors for children engage 

with the legacy of residential schools. The last segment of the course will trace the dramatic shift to major 

works of fantasy that began in the late nineteenth century with the publication of Alice’s Adventures in 

Wonderland, and which has produced such interesting developments in this field as the Harry Potter 

series and the African fantasy novels by Nnedi Okorafor. 

 

Our approach will be theoretical, historical, and political. We will trace concepts of childhood from the 

seventeenth century up to the present day and compare them to the ways child characters are portrayed in 

these works. We will situate literary works written for children in relation to the various mythologies (that 

is, idealized concepts) of childhood that have emerged throughout Western history. We will address ways 

that this connection—between the literature written for children and culturally dominant ideas about 

childhood--is reciprocal, in that literary historians have traced how children’s literature changes in tandem 

with transformations in historically variable ideas of childhood. We will investigate the cultural politics of 

children’s literature by examining representations of gender, race, social class, and colonialism, as well as 

the historical, social, political, and cultural conditions within which children's literature is produced. 

 

 

Method of Course Delivery: 

This course will run online with both real-time (synchronous) sessions and self-guided (asynchronous) 

materials. For a fuller description of synchronous and asynchronous, see below. 

 

 

Required Reading (subject to revision prior to beginning of term; updated as of May 8, 2020): 

 

A)  Primary Texts   

The required texts are still under consideration. The following is a list of texts that have been studied 

previously, and will likely be included again. All texts for this course will be ordered through the 

UBCO Bookstore:  

 

1. Reeves, Margaret. Course Reader for ENGL 212 001 compiled by Margaret Reeves.  



Important note:  Texts printed in this Course Reader will be assigned as required readings 

starting the second day of class, so it is necessary to purchase the Reader when the term begins.  

2. Carroll, Lewis. Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass. Signet, 2012. 

(ISBN 9780451532008) 

3. Montgomery, L. M. Anne of Green Gables. Penguin-Signet Classics, 2008. (ISBN 

9780451528827) 

4. Ellis, Deborah. Three Wishes: Palestinian and Israeli Children Speak. Groundwood Books, 2006. 

(ISBN 9780888996459) 

5. Okorafor-Mbachu, Nnedi. Zahrah the Windseeker. Houghton-Mifflin/Graphia, 2005. (ISBN 

9780547020280) 

6. Sterling, Shirley. My Name is Seepeetza. Groundwood Books, 1992. (ISBN 9780888991652) 

7. Rowling, J. K. Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban. Bloomsbury, 2014. (ISBN 

9781408855676) 

 

B) UBCO Library Reserves 

Additional texts (such as picture books) will be placed on reserve in the UBCO library.  

 

C)  Additional Required Resources  

1. Links to required electronic and digital materials will be made available online in Canvas. 

2. A printout of the MLA Citation Style Guide, 8th edition, produced by UBC Okanagan Library. 

3. A glossary of literary terms (available through UBCO Library). A list of online and print 

glossaries will be posted on Canvas. 

 

Note:   Students will find it advantageous to read the longer texts, such as Alice’s Adventures in 

Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass, Anne of Green Gables, Zahrah the Windseeker, and 

the Harry Potter novel before the term begins. Enjoy! 

 

______________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Synchronous: Some or all of the scheduled class hours are spent in a real-time, online virtual classroom, 

with the instructor and registered students in attendance; these class hours may be devoted to lecture, 

discussion, group work, or other real-time virtual learning activities. Consult your instructor for specifics. 

 

Asynchronous: Refers to course instruction delivered in the form of materials that can be accessed and 

worked through at the student’s own pace; these materials might include recorded lectures or power point 

demonstrations, required readings, etc. Consult your instructor for specifics. 

 


